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We recommend to BUY NESTLEIND at CMP for the target of 21100 while stop
loss comes at 16900 in 1-3 months.
Technical View
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After a sharp up move in Mar-Apr'20 stock has turned sideways since then but
continues to form higher highs and higher lows which suggests the uptrend is
intact.
Recently it has reversed after taking support at upsloping trendline, also the recent
trough coincides with 50 EMA, this average has acted as strong support on
intermediate declines in the past which suggests the recent trough to act as strong
support for medium term trend.
The stock has surpassed the intermediate peak and has given a breakout from
consolidation of eight weeks which is a bullish signal for short term trend.
RSI has earlier reversed after forming a higher low and now has surpassed
intermediate peak and the zone of 55-60 which is bullish signal for medium term
trend.
Volume has declined during correction and consolidation and now has started
increasing with price advance which is supportive of up move.
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Execution Data
Target (Rs)

21100

Stop loss (Rs)

16900

Buying Range (Rs)

CMP

Last Close Price
(Rs)

17995

% change Daily

0.7%

Key Data
Relative Change (W)

3%

Relative Change (M)

2%

Relative Change (3 M)

-5%
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Key Data

Technical View
1.
2.

3.

Stock has consolidated for the past four months and is now moving higher which is
a bullish signal for medium term trend
Recent trough coincides with 13 EMA, in the past also this average had acted as
strong support on intermediate declined which increases the reliability of recent
trough to act as strong support for medium term trend
RSI has reversed from its overstretched zone and has formed positive reversal
which is bullish signal and compliments the bullish view of price
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21 SMA (D)

17637

21 SMA (W)

17210

MACD (W)

169.36

RSI (W)

61.89
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NESTLEIND vs NIFTY 50
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This is ratio chart of NESTLEIND vs NIFTY, ratio has formed falling wedge a bullish reversal pattern which suggests a failure
to violate the recent through will bring a halt to underperformance in stock
Ratio has surpassed it's 100 SMA which is a bullish signal for medium term, this average has acted as strong
support/resistance on intermediate declines/advances in the past.

NESTLEIND vs NIFTY FMCG
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This is ratio chart of NESTLEIND vs NIFTYFMCG Index, after a long term downtrend now it's moving in a sideways channel, a
failure to violate the recent trough will bring a halt to underperformance in the stock.
Ratio has surpassed it's 50 SMA after forming higher high and higher low which is a bullish signal for medium term.
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OPEN CALLS AND PERFORMANCE
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Disclaimer Appendix
Analyst s holding in the Stock : Nil
Analyst s Certification:
We analysts and the authors of this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our personal views about any and
all of the subject issuer s or securities. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation s or view s in this report. Analysts aren't registered as research analysts by FINRA and might not be an associated person of the BP Equities Pvt. Ltd. Institutional
Equities.
General Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by the research department of BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd, is for information purposes only. This report is not construed as an offer to sell or
the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.
BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd have exercised due diligence in checking the correctness and authenticity of the information contained herein, so far as it relates to current and
historical information, but do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. The opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing in the material
and may be subject to change from time to time. Prospective investors are cautioned that any forward looking statement are not predictions and are sub- ject to
change without prior notice.
Recipients of this material should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd or any of its affiliates or employees
shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. BP
EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd. or any of its affiliates or employees do not provide, at any time, any express or implied warranty of any kind, regarding any matter pertaining to
this report, including without limitation the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. The recipients of this report
should rely on their own investigations.
BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd and/or its affiliates and/or employees may have interests/ positions, financial or otherwise in the securities mentioned in this report. Opinions
expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in
this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so.
This report is not directed to or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by any person in any locality, state and country
or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication or use would be contrary to the law or regulation or would subject to BP EQUITIES Pvt. Ltd or any of its
affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
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